Technische Universität Dresden / Faculty of Computer Science

Basic module Presentation and Communication Skills - PCS
Name:
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born on
Major :

in
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Lecturer
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The following is to be confirmed by the applicant:
I hereby confirm that I have not failed the Masters Examination or a comparable examination in the major of
Computer Science at a university or an equivalent institute for higher learning and am not currently involved in
an examination process in such a major.
__________________________
Date

______________________________________
Applicant Signature

Service Center for International Students (SCIS):

To be filled out by the SCIS

The SCIS confirms the fulfillment of the set requirements according to the respective Examination Regulations
for the international major Computational Logic and the submission of documents according to the regulations.
Submitted Student Matriculation Certificate:

__________________________
Date

Stamp

______________________________________
SCIS Signature

Examiner:
After the language examination or English academic writing examination has been passed successfully, the final
mark of the module arises from the arithmetical mean of the marks obtained in the seminar work and the
presentation with usage of the following weight: seminar work with factor 1, presentation with factor 3.
In case of two seminars selected, the final mark of the module arises from the arithmetical mean of the seminar
marks obtained in the two seminar works and their presentations with usage of the following weight each:
seminar work with factor 1, presentation with factor 3.
In case of failed language examination, the final mark of the module arises from the arithmetical mean of the
marks obtained in the language examination (5.0), in the seminar work and in the presentation with usage of
the following weight: language examination and seminar work with factor 1 each, presentation with factor 3.

Examination Certificate for the basic modules:
Date

Examiner`s Signature and Stamp

Bitte dieses Formular zurück an das SCIS geben!

overall grade

